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Mount Freewell Sherpa with shutter and Selfie Stick function

Freewell Sherpa mount with shutter and Selfie Stick function
Ensure maximum comfort when shooting and recording with your smartphone! The Freewell Sherpa mount uses advanced Bluetooth 5.2
connectivity to connect to the device of your choice. It turns into a practical selfie stick in just a few moments! It is compatible with all
smartphones, and additional mounts (cold shoe and ¼ thread) will allow you to attach various accessories. 
 
A range of possibilities
Taking photos on holiday is now even easier. The mount fits perfectly in your hand and provides a secure grip. It will also increase the
stability of your smartphone when recording. What's more, you can turn it into a selfie stick in just a few moments - the practical remote
control  allows  you  to  conveniently  take  photos  from  a  distance  of  up  to  10  m.  There  is  also  a  ¼  thread  and  a  cold  shoe  mount  for
attaching additional accessories. You can attach a tripod, microphone or light with ease.
 
Lightweight and compact
The Freewell Sherpa mount is made from the highest quality materials to ensure durability and resistance to mechanical damage. You
can be sure that it will serve you well for a long time! The handle is very light and comfortable to use, so you can easily take it with you
wherever you want.
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	Manufacturer
	Freewell 
	Model 
	Sherpa
	Bluetooth version
	5.2
	Range 
	Up to 10 m
	Compatibility
	Smartphones with a width of 68-86 mm
	Maximum load
	350 g
	Maximum thickness of phone
	11 mm
	Maximum length of selfie stick
	143 cm

Price:

Before: € 83.9967

Now: € 76.00

Smartphone accessories, Selfiesticks, Tripods
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